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In the dog training book Bonding with your Rescue Dog: Decoding and Influencing Dog Behavior,

you'll find a gentle approach to understanding your rescue dog and learn how to influence his or her

behavior. You'll also come to understand the joy of rescue dogs and become better prepared to

enter into that special relationship that only occurs between a dog and his or her human family. Your

discoveries will include: â€¢ learning the various types and personalities that shelter or rescue dogs

exhibitâ€¢ understanding what to expect when you bring your rescue dog homeâ€¢ discovering how

to help your dog transition into the familyâ€¢ exploring what to do during the first 24 hours you are

togetherâ€¢ gaining tips on potty training, using crates and kennels, and moreâ€¢ examining how to

handle negative behaviorsâ€¢ receiving additional training and caring in a 27-page bonus GOOD

MANNERS TRAINING GUIDE Don't have a dog yet but you're ready to open up your home and

heart to that special dog? You couldn't do any better than taking in one of the many rescue dogs

that are in shelters and with rescue groups waiting for their "forever homes." While puppies are

certainly available, there are so many dogs that are still in growing and in the full throes of

puppyhood or have reached their adult maturity and are in need of homes. Senior dogs who have

been abandoned or have suffered the loss of their owner are in great need, too. Consider all your

options and then make your decision. In the process, be sure and read BONDING WITH YOUR

RESCUE DOG: DECODING AND INFLUENCING DOG BEHAVIOR, as well as the free 27-page

bonus book Good Manners Training Guide. You'll be better prepared to enter into that special

relationship that only occurs between a dog and his or her human family. The author has lived with

dogs all her life and shares stories of her own dogs. She is a huge advocate of rescue dog adoption

and encourages everyone to see what they can do to help the many dogs in dire need today and

every day. She's studied dogs, read about them, handled them, and received guidance and training

from professional dog trainers.
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this is a book for people that are thinking about adopting a new puppy or are a first time dog

owner.it;s a must for first time owners and should be read by everyone thinking of adopting a new

dog.even if you've had a dog since the begining of time, read this. you'll find things that you may

have forgottenor even something new. Oh yes, you are not the owner of that rescue dog your

thinking about,you are a partner with your new buddy.the more love you try and give him the more

he'll give back to you.

Every one of our dogs has been lovingly adopted, accepted with open arms, idiosyncrasies and all.

We've always just muddled through and done our best, but getting this book has been a revelation

to me - now I actually have some clear, practical advice! I wish I had read this book before adopting

our dogs but even reading it now is giving me new insights into their behaviour.Apart from the

valuable content, this book hooked me right from the start due to the obvious love that Vikk has for

dogs; it absolutely oozes off the pages. She's mixed in personal stories about dogs she's known

throughout her life and it's an absolute joy to read real life examples.Highly recommended to all dog

lovers as well as those considering adopting a dog!

This is a fantastic book that offers a ton of reliable resources! The author does a wonderful job at

explaining everything you need to know about adopting a dog. If you follow these exact steps, you'll

become a better pet owner with a better understanding of your pet. I especially liked how she

outlined the entire process: things to know before adoption, bringing the pet home, what to expect,



transitioning, and much more! Such a great read for all pet owners! Highly recommended!

This book is packed (pun intended) full of great information on how to bond with your new rescue

dog! It's should be read each and every time we rescue our new fur pals. Love the parts on training

(especially the potty training). I'm so excited to start implementing these how to of training the dog

we are looking for. This is really a wonderful reference book that will be looked at many times, for

many tips and tricks to bonding the right way with our new fur baby!

Bringing any new dog into your family can pose challenges, and there are also challenges unique to

adopting a rescue dog. Although it is written especially for those who have chosen (or been chosen

by) a rescue, this book covers about any issue you may encounter with your new canine family

member.The author clearly has a lot of love for dogs, and that shows in every part of this book.

There are lots of stories about the dogs that have been a part of her life and even some adorable

pictures!Dogs love to please their humans, but despite our best intentions we may set them up to

fail. Bonding with Your Rescue Dog gives you the knowledge and skills you need to create a lifelong

bond with your rescue dog. Read it today--your doggie will thank you!

I have six dogs so it goes without saying I am a dog lover. I love reading about dogs too and this

book is great for anyone thinking of adopting a dog as some people are just not suited to dogs! This

book details what will be needed after you pick your new pet, how to look after them, what to expect

from them and of course how to bond with them.The book also cover house training and basic dog

training - tips and answers to regular questions like "Why doesn't my dog respond to training"A

great read full of information and I highly recommend it for anyone with dogs or thinking of adopting.

I have a rescue dog myself, and this book is a great resource for dog lovers. It covers important

topics like how to transition your rescue pet into its new home, training tips and techniques,

integrating the dog with children, and - my favorite section - identifying particular behaviors that can

give you important information about your new dog.There are also good tips about what you should

know BEFORE you adopt.I have several of Vikk Simmons' books, and this one does not disappoint.

Dog owners should definitely become Vikk Simmons fans like I am!-Dan DeFigio, author of Princess

Wiggly and Beach Games For Kids

This book is all about bonding with the dog you chose to add to the family and making sure your



relationship is the best that it can be. This was written by a true dog lover and it shows throughout

the book!
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